Open Civic Standards

• Highlights from this Meeting:
  – Heather Crondahl, Open Civic Architectural Framework: Presented an overview of the Open Civic Architectural Framework, the alignment of OMG’s standards under its five architectural domains, and opportunities for partnership with the Open Civic Foundation.
  – Greg Capella, National Technical Information Service: Described the benefits and opportunities of the NTIS Joint Venture Partnership Program, and opportunities for OMG members to participate.
  – Panel Discussion - Discussion with panelists on the direction of the OCAF initiative, the proposed use of vertical standards, and opportunities for involvement.
• Liaisons
  – Collaboration with Open Civic Foundation

• Agenda Items for the Next Meeting:
  – Presentation and status report on OCAF Architecture Board, and collaborations with other OMG groups.
  – Update on joint seed funding application with the National Science Foundation.
  – Presentations by OMG groups on how existing OMG efforts can support the OCAF ecosystem:
    • Ontology; DIDO; IEF; DDS; BPMN, CMMN and DMN; and VDML.